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The Spiritual Science of Yoga
This paper shares an understanding of the relationship between yoga and Anthroposophy from
a yogic oriental perspective with the approach that the yoga tradition is evolving, and has
significance for today’s need in spirituality and science. With references to Steiner’s lectures
the “Anthroposophy of Yoga” intends to bridge the gap of understanding and bring new ideas
and clarifications on yoga as presented in Steiner's teachings.
Eastern cultures have changed tremendously throughout the last decade with rapid
industrialisation including westernisation that has influenced most Eastern traditions. The
science of yoga has been misinterpreted with a loss of its true knowledge and practices
resulting in a superficial use as physical exercise or merely an art of meditation in both East and
West.
Rudolf Steiner, the founder of Anthroposophy, attempted to synthesise science and spirituality,
hence called “Spiritual Science”, to provide a connection between the cognitive path of
Western philosophy and the inner spiritual needs of the human being. The term
“Anthroposophy” means “human wisdom” (knowledge of the human being) which extends the
clarity of the scientific method to phenomena of human soul-life and to spiritual experiences
(30). Hence, this paper “Anthroposophy of Yoga” conveys the spiritual science of human beings
through yoga, and aims to open a discussion as to why yoga is in fact not divisible from
Anthroposophy.
An important aspect to convey is that Steiner postulated that the world is essentially an
indivisible unity, which is the same as the highest yoga philosophy (i.e. unity/oneness in all
things in Vedanta), but that our consciousness (in yoga, it is the existence of Self, Atma,
Brahman) divides it into the sense-perceptible appearance on the one hand, and the formal
nature accessible to our thinking on the other (28). He sees in thinking itself an element that
can be strengthened and deepened sufficiently to penetrate all that our senses do not reveal
to us (28).
In the yogic science of using rational mind and analysis through deep contemplation and
continuous self-experiment of inner development, one can directly experience divinity
pervading in all things, revealing the truth of nature. This is the aim and spiritual science of
yoga which leads to self-realisation and liberation (i.e. transcending from material senses to an
awakened, free individual being capable of living a life with purpose).
Steiner's objection to yoga as an outdated practice for the modern Western mind (22) was due
to the expectation of unquestionable faith in "Vedic authority" as the absolute truth. Steiner
advocated that one has to find truth through logical thinking. The time-tested tradition of
dependence on a master or guru to guide the aspirant through the spiritual journey (a journey
in which Steiner himself believed), was an inhibition of free will. Steiner supported ethical
individualism instead.
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Steiner's split with the Theosophical Society (which was based on an Indian and Eastern
approach) came in Germany circa 1912 when the president of the society, Annie Besant,
promoted the child, J. Krishnamurti (nowadays an influential philosopher and spiritual teacher)
as the incarnated Christ. Steiner then founded Anthroposophy. His Spiritual Science was
originally based on Theosophy (which is based on Indian philosophy) and he changed some
terminology to his own, further developing his spiritual research and teachings upon the
Western esoteric and philosophical tradition.
It is important to note that Steiner's objections to yoga in his writings were incomplete as his
later work on The Seven Cultural Epochs has given a framework on human, planetary and
cosmic evolution through metamorphosis and transformation (32). He has given guidelines on
the characteristics of each epoch and its distinct task. We are currently at the Fifth Post
Atlantean Epoch, according to Steiner, and as we move towards the sixth and seventh epochs,
this author personally believes we are simultaneously living and planting the seeds to manifest
its purpose in the sixth and seventh epochs now. The Sixth Epoch is characterised by universal
brotherhood, freedom of thought and spiritual teachings.
The Seventh Epoch has the task of acquiring knowledge through the Life Spirit or perfected
Etheric body (32). This will mean a repetition of the Indian Cultural Epoch – a renewal of the
epoch of the Seven Holy Rishis of India (34) in the words of Rudolf Steiner, "Thus in the
seventh epoch the possibility will be given for all the marvelous wisdom proclaimed by the
great Teachers of ancient India to be living once again in human souls. And it will now be their
very own – the truth they live by.” (32).
By the characteristic of the epoch, humanity will begin to see everywhere the spirit behind
matter. It is to lighten human beings from materialistic consciousness into a higher perfection
of spiritual awareness. That is the goal of evolution. On the other hand, the cycle of 24,000
year Yuga cycle in Hindu cosmology corresponds to Steiner’s teaching on the epoch as it
addressed the ascending and descending era of each cycle, and each cycle has its distinct
characteristics. Yuga means "epoch" in Hindu philosophy and has been explained in the book
The Holy Science by an Indian Yogi Swami Sri Yukteswar Giri, Guru of Paramahansa Yogananda
in the 19th and 20th Century.
In 1924, Yogi Paramhansa Yogananda was the first Indian master who brought to the West the
Vedic knowledge that contains the spiritual science of yoga – a time when Steiner initiated the
Waldorf schools. During the late 19th century a key figure in the introduction of the Indian
philosophy of Vedanta (Vedic knowledge) and yoga to the Western world, Swami Vivekananda,
also accepted the spirit’s mission to bring sacred yoga wisdom to the world. In the 1980s, yoga
became popular as a system of physical exercise (i.e. Hatha Yoga) across the Western world.
Many studies have determined the effectiveness of yoga as a complementary intervention for
cancer, schizophrenia, asthma and heart disease at that time (31).
The recapitulation of ancient wisdom is continuing to grow and be integrated into Western
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thought and interpretation to make it more accessible and available for all who seek spiritual
growth. The Vedic knowledge is the most ancient knowledge in the world, passed on from the
Spirit (7227 BCE) to humankind before Persia (5067 BCE), Egypt, Cheldea and Babylon (2907
BCE), Greece and Rome (747 BCE) until now. For thousands of years yoga teachers have taught
the Vedic scriptures one passage at a time, having their students study and meditate on each
passage for hours, even days at a time, before moving on to the next. This is a time-tested
process throughout history, allowing for the deepest meanings of the wisdom to take root in
the hearts and minds of earnest aspirants (29).
By understanding the past, we can integrate and pave the way for a better future and fulfill the
destiny of our lives, as well as the life of the planet and the cosmos – because we are all
interconnected. We are living in a time of materialism in which the sense for spirituality has
almost completely vanished (i.e. Dark Age), however, according to the larger cycles of
cosmology, we are in an ascending period to a Golden Age where our connection with divinity
is re-established, re-strengthened and renewed to a higher nature, which corresponds with the
Sixth and Seventh Epochs in Steiner’s cosmology.
To understand yoga as an integral part of Spiritual Science for humankind and how it is related
to Anthroposophy, we will start with its definition.

What is Yoga?
There have been many interpretations of the word yoga in the thousands of years of its
teachings and practice, with many modern Western definitions reducing its meaning to a series
of physical postures (asanas). The authentic, highest meaning of yoga is the union of our spirit
with Infinite Spirit and the many paths and practices that lead to that union. Hence yoga (union)
is the goal of all religions and basis of all religious practices.
Yoga is a science of self-transcendence, which is a vast and multifaceted phenomenon and very
difficult to define because it can be said that everything that "unites" to higher consciousness
is yoga – in a macrocosmic definition. In a state of transcendence, the lower "I" (ego)
consciousness merges to the higher self (super-ego) consciousness. Many of us have glimpses
of this experience in our lives; where moments become timeless and we are in a state of utter
presence, beyond thoughts – this can also mean yoga. On a microcosmic level, yoga refers to
an individual adopting various techniques in yogic science to attain higher knowledge. The
techniques, on the other hand, can strengthen connections with body, mind and spirit that
empower the individual to live a full life with purpose.
In the original understanding of yoga, it correlates with the Eurhythmy principle of connecting
to the spirit world with the soul in the body, consciously. The goal of yoga is not merely a
reunification with the divine through transcending the physical, mental and emotional, but a
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complete realisation of the divine within the material nature.
The word yoga comes from Sanskrit root yuj, which means union, to join together. The classical
form of yoga based on the 196 aphorisms (sutras) and later known as Raja Yoga (yoga of The
Royal Path) was composed by the great Indian sage, Patanjali (1). According to another ancient
scripture, Yogatattva Upanishad, yoga is basically divided into Mantra Yoga (2), Laya Yoga (3),
Hatha Yoga (4) and Raja Yoga (1). The Raja Yoga (Yoga of Royal Path) is said to be the highest
practice in yoga before purifying the mind through combinations of Hatha Yoga (4), Karma Yoga
(5), Mantra Yoga (2) and Bhakti Yoga (6). It is the highest practice because it involves
speculations and control of the mind, which correlates with Steiner’s emphasis on intellectual
speculations in spiritual science.
Hatha Yoga is the most popular yoga in the West. Hatha Yoga, which puts the focus on purifying
and strengthening physical body, is based on yogic scriptures called Hatha Yoga Pradiprika
(meaning “Light on Hatha Yoga”), (1). Since ancient times, Hatha Yoga was practiced as a
preparation for higher states of consciousness. According to the scripture, the practice of this
yoga eventually will produce a youthful body and appearance, attainment of psychic,
supernatural power (Siddhis), (7), or to develop the capability to awaken potential
consciousness within the human body (i.e. Kundalini), (8).
The history of yoga has four categories: Vedic Yoga, Pre-Classical Yoga, Classical Yoga and PostClassical Yoga, therefore, it is an evolution of yogic techniques and integration, rather than
what Steiner narrowly defined as yoga, in his time, when yoga occult practices were kept
hidden, secret and were not widely accessible or suitable for different cultures and people.
We are in the Post-Classical yoga age, where yoga is now practiced widely; such as the yoga of
transcendental meditation (TM), (16) and other methods of meditation using bodily movement
(which correlates to Eurhythmy), sounds and even the physical aspect of yoga, Hatha Yoga.
Post-Classical Yoga is very comprehensive, inclusive of many types of yoga (e.g. Integral Yoga).
Post-Classical Yoga affirms the ultimate unity in everything - as Steiner has understood. This is
the core teaching of Vedanta (Vedas), the philosophical system based on the teachings of
Upanishads of ancient India. This is where we are now, entering into the new epoch. The
world is moving into oneness. We are in a time of great freedom in terms of easily accessible
information through the Internet, books and various sources. It is easy to travel around the
globe, as opposed to Steiner’s time. The “light” of yoga is now more accessible to all to receive
as a consciousness soul — but in a higher form that is relevant for today. It has a strong
emphasis on synthesis in body, mind and spirit.

Yoga and its alignment with Anthroposophy
The goal of both yoga and Anthroposophy is to reach spiritual enlightenment. The ultimate
goal of yoga is to be able to reach the state of unifying consciousness, “Samadhi” (in Sanskrit),
“Christ-consciousness”, “Buddha nature”, “Krishna-consciousness” or “God/Cosmic5

consciousness”, which is the goal of all human lives, signifying a state of ultimate inner
freedom known as liberation from suffering or nirvana in a materialistic body (in Buddhism) or
moksha (in Sanskrit), thus realising Spirit underlies all things. To put it into the context of the
20th century, the “integral yoga”, introduced by spiritual teacher Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950) in
the 20th century, greatly corresponds with Steiner’s teachings (ref. Rudolf Steiner & Sri
Aurobindo). Sri Aurobindo emphasised that modern spirituality should be a way which
integrates higher knowledge in our consciousness and in daily life, thereby making it possible
to realise a synthesis of spirit, soul and matter (35), (ref. Rudolf Steiner & Sri Aurobindo).
In awakening inner intuition to gain spiritual insights, meditation in yoga is the beginning step,
and there are eight sub-stages to reach the “basic” state of enlightenment and four stages to
reach the highest state of enlightenment (based on “forms of samprajnata-samadh”
interpreted by Vacaspati Mishra in Classical Yoga in Tattwa-Vaisharadi), (12). One does not have
to reincarnate again to this earthly plane and graduate to higher planes of existence. The
enlightened individual can truly become a pure conduit of higher consciousness with infinite
truth, wisdom and bliss while assisting others on Earth.
According to the yogic tradition, the body needs to be “fit” to receive the dawning of divine
consciousness or cosmic energy and knowledge. Therefore, Hatha Yoga expounded the
techniques such as asana (yoga postures which are widely known and practiced today),
pranayama (breathing exercise) and shatkarma (six purification techniques of the bodily
system). These are the preliminary stages in yoga as they are preparing the body for
concentration and the connection to the inner soul. An undisturbed concentration leads to
meditation, which is the starting point of yoga. In Anthroposophy, meditation uses the stages
of the mind for the new consciousness soul.
The theme of Hatha Yoga is based on the idea that every living thing needs to grow into
maturity. It is impractical to jump steps to advanced techniques (such as deep meditation)
when one does not have a solid foundation or cannot even sit still for meditation. Therefore in
Hatha Yoga, the body is seen as the first step to keep under control by purifying subtle
elements and energy channels that bring physical integration. Once harmony is achieved,
energy can flow unobstructed to the brain and spine, thus control of the mind is made possible.
After the preliminary practice of Hatha Yoga (4), one can be initiated into Raja Yoga (in
conjunction to Samkhya Yoga), (1), then Vedanta (Vedas), (13) or other advanced yogas such as
Kriya Yoga (11), Kundalini yoga (8), Tantra yoga (14) and Integral Yoga (15), depending on the
constitution of the person, his/her karma predisposition and physical condition.
In Steiner’s lecture on “Cosmology, Religion and Philosophy”, he noted that, “the process of
[yogic] breathing is transformed into a process of observation. Modern western man should
not imitate that… Such practices corresponded with a period of evolution (epoch) which has
gone by.”
The yogic breathing technique to which Steiner referred is called “Nadi Shodhana Pranayama”
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(alternate nostril breathing) and is one of the many breathing techniques (21). Its conscious
manipulation of the breath purifies the nadis (energy channels), awakens chakras (energy
centers) within the body as well as balancing the left and right hemisphere of the brain. The
perfection of practice of breathing exercise can make the body free from disease and maintain
balance of the personality.
Integration to a healthy body can be achieved by breathing exercise (Pranayama) and it is the
fourth stage in Patanjali’s Classical Yoga (out of eight stages) so it is a preliminary and
preparatory stage in yoga. Such practices are still benefiting many people in terms of health
and mental well-being, but it is indeed no longer goal of yoga.
A healthy body can aid concentration and then one can move in meditation with ease. The
practice itself is not required to strictly isolate the “self” in the external world as Steiner
suggested, in olden times. It yields tremendous physical, mental and emotional benefits to
modern people and that is the reason why many Westerners practice yoga nowadays and
many spiritual masters teach breathing or “chi” as an integral exercise to meditation, especially
as the modern busy life is bombarded with over sense-indulgent, negativity and
pollution. ”Going inward” (in-breath) is necessary to connect to the spirit before connecting to
the outer world especially in this age of materialism. Without purifying the inner faculty, the
meditation on outer objects such as plants or flowers (as Steiner suggested) cannot give a real
transmission of knowledge. But if the mind and intellect is pure, it acts as a reflection on the
truth of the object of observation. This is also in tune with Buddha’s teaching on meditation or
Zen meditation. The senses are maximised and the will becomes clear and strong in the light of
truth. Intuitive faculty becomes more prominent and reliable.
To further clarify the point about breathing from a modern Post-Classical yoga perspective, the
yogic breathing is about enhancing life-force flowing into the body, bringing the cosmic energy
(i.e. prana in Sanskrit) to the physical, etheric and spiritual bodies while anchoring in the
material body. It correlates with the effect of the Eurhythmy, which works with the etheric
body. The meditative aspect of yoga is complementary to meditative aspect of Eurythmy. The
Eurythmy pedagogical exercises begin with the straight line and curve and proceed through
successively more complicated geometric figures and choreographed forms, developing a
child's coordination and concentration. This aspect shows a strong synchronicity with the aim
of yoga postures which achieve balance, coordination and concentration of mind and body.
Furthermore, the Post-Classical yoga had an emphasis on enlightened living and being,
bringing peace and love to Mother Earth, which means birthing heaven on Earth. It is what
exactly Steiner’s work is about—his immense contribution to humanity on enlightened living
through practical manifestations to benefit all. Now his Anthroposophical movement is all over
the world and even ancient cultures in the East such as India and China benefit from his gifts.
Steiner also indicated in his lecture “Anthroposophical Leading Thoughts” that “it is not (as it is
in Indian yoga) permissible for the spiritual life of the West to suppress the ego.” To clarify this
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point, we will define “ego” according to Indian yoga. Yoga tradition studies show that the
function of the mind includes four faculties: manas (active mind), chitta (subconscious;
storehouse or reservoir of subtle impressions or samskaras), buddhi (intellect), and ahamkara
(ego, the sense of “I-am-ness” or individuality).
Manas has five subtle senses and five gross senses to experience the external world—the
world of objects. Coordinating the four faculties requires real effort and makes the mind
creative, useful, and productive. Thought, action, and speech are the three main objects to be
observed.
The “ego” (ahamkara) was not to be suppressed but to transcend into higher ego of love and
compassion from the lower ego of egoism and selfish desires. A purified ego does not create a
barrier to the intuitive mind but illuminates it. Instead of identifying oneself to a group, a race,
religion or community, which symbolises division, the mind identifies oneself with humanity
and as an earth-citizen with responsibilities to fulfill.

The role of Guru (spiritual teacher)
The word “guru” from Sanskrit, means “dispeller of darkness”. The guru is one who is Godilluminated and is the embodiment of supreme knowledge and understanding. Such a one is
uniquely qualified to lead the other seekers towards enlightenment and liberation.
The guru not only lights the path for those who are receptive to him but he gives his own
breath and promise to the disciples to continue to help (in physical and non-physical) until the
disciple attains liberation or full enlightenment. This bond is as deep as the ocean and is
blessed with the highest expression of friendship characterised by divine unconditional love
and wisdom. It is said that it takes at least more than one lifetime to be in this bond. When
Jesus recognised Philip in their previous guru-disciple relationship, he summoned Philip to
follow him.
There are currently different types of spiritual teachers in the field of yoga, depending on the
spiritual level of the teacher, his/her mission and the level of students he/she intends to help
on this physical plane. From the Age of Kali Yuga (Iron Age), the word “guru” has been abused
in marketing. Traditionally, “guru” or “master” is the one with the highest mastery of his
spiritual attainment and is a physical manifestation of highest morality, perfection and divinity.
It is not a person but a force driven by grace. The term “guru” was treated with utmost respect
and is a sacred word. The guru-disciple succession in yoga is said to be the fastest and safest
way for a true spiritual seeker, as the disciple who gives loyalty and obedience to one who has
found God (i.e. achieved God-consciousness) will surely make it to the goal. (17) Jesus also said,
“I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me”,
(John 14:6).
With reference to this, in his book (18), Knowledge of the Higher Worlds, Steiner repeatedly
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referred to the need for guidance from a teacher when embarking on the path of selfdevelopment. Although Steiner indicates an acceptable “freedom“ between teacher-pupil
relationships is preferable for Western people (instead of strict yoga guru-disciple tradition), it
does not mean yoga itself contradicts Steiner’s philosophy and his Anthroposophy avocation.
Terminologies such as karma and reincarnation, paths of initiation, Steiner's reference to Krita
Yuga (the Golden Age), Treta Yuga (the Silver Age), Dvapara Yuga (the Bronze Age), Kali Yuga
(the Dark Age); Steiner’s analysis in the chapter “The continuity of consciousness”: wakefulness,
dream, dreamless state is based on Vedic knowledge of different states of mind; methods of
visualisation and meditation to gain intuitive esoteric knowledge are very much based on yogic
disciplines and techniques which have existed thousands of years, however inaccessible and
not properly known in Steiner's time - and even now in the 21st century!
One example: Steiner discussed the way in which different “lotus flower petals” (which
corresponds to the chakra system in yogic science) transmit different perceptions and how
these are developed through training. Steiner put much emphasis on the essential role of the
transformational power of meditation for spiritual evolution, and meditation is the ancient
science of yoga (including the non-orthodox yoga in Buddhism) that has existed for more than
4,000 years. Concentration and meditation are advanced practices in yoga which enable each
of us to see true mysticism, spiritual science, and experience Anthroposophy, opening the way
to our experiences before birth and after death (i.e. access to the akashic record) just as
Steiner experienced.
In approaching the guru/teacher, Steiner mentioned that there are three different ways—yoga,
Christian and Rosicrucian ways. He did not suggest the way of yoga’s traditional lineages of
strict obedience and direct transmission of knowledge (because of the lack of the “I”
consciousness). He also commented on Christian-Gnostic, the Rosicrucian path on teacherpupil relationship, where the teacher also has the spiritual influence to work on the student’s
soul to lead him or her to the right path with a less intense relationship. An Anthroposophical
path is a focus of self-development, self-initiation and creates spaces of freedom for the
individual as is in the Post-Classical Yoga.
In reality it is extremely difficult to draw the fine line of freedom, especially when guidance is
essential from time to time, and particularly in the initial stages of the spiritual path. In this
modern age, the strict guru-disciple tradition is gradually disappearing, and the relationship
has been transformed to fit a more evolved and international audience. The relationship is
now not always essential on the physical plane for everyone in this modern age (when etheric
bodies are perfected, as Steiner put it) where the connection can be made on the inner planes.

Yoga and Christ
The higher ego shines love to all, as in Christ’s example, to love your neighbor as you love
yourself. It is a state of non-egoistic pursuit and an unconditional love which yoga strives to
achieve in this age. This correlates with “The Second Coming of Christ in the Etheric World" by
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Steiner in 1910. He said that the “Faculty of perception in the etheric world will enable men to
behold Christ in His etheric form.”
Yoga has paved the way to this faculty of perception in human consciousness. Steiner saw
Christ as a being that unifies all religions and a central force in human evolution. He confirmed
in his Vision of Love (26) that “Not I but Christ in me”, this Christ-consciousness indeed is the
consciousness that unifies us now in this new era/epoch. The individual “I-consciousness” is
not suppressed in modern yoga but integrated into higher consciousness, just as is in
Anthroposophy. An underlying theme in many of his speeches encouraged everyone in
attendance to become “sources of power” capable of spiritual service for the benefit of all.
Contained in the miracles that Jesus performed such as healing, walking on water and changing
water into wine were some of the eight Siddhis (psychic power) mentioned in the scriptures
that signify mastery of yogic practices. Based on the understanding of power of yoga in the
ancient scriptures (7), it was evident that Jesus used ancient yogic techniques to transform his
body into a “Christed” being.
While this may be a challenging concept, the Autobiography of a Yogi written by one of the
most respected and high figures in yoga, Paramahansa Yogananda of Kriya Yoga tradition
indicates witness and documentation of Jesus's initiation into yoga in India (9). This refers to
“The lost years of Jesus” or the “The Unknown Life of Jesus Christ” (10). There is no record in
the Bible of Jesus from age 13 to 30 but evidences from multiple sources such as in Tibet,
Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian and Urdu recorded historical facts of Jesus during those years he
travelled across these countries. Ancient scrolls reveal that Jesus spent seventeen years in India
and Tibet studying Vedic and Buddhist scriptures (10). The story of his journey from Jerusalem
to Benares was recorded by Brahman historians (10).
Despite the potential (paranormal or metaphysical) “powers” of yoga, the aim is never to focus
only on the physical or the mental aspect. The physical, emotional and mental are integral with
the spiritual aspect of yoga. The integration of all aspects in the human being in yoga correlates
with Steiner’s fourfold human being: physical, etheric, astral and ego. The higher integration to
the spiritual correlates with Steiner’s sevenfold and ninefold ideologies of the full human being
reaching a state of Spirit Man which is a very rare and high state of being (20). The astral
system of the human being explained in Kriya Yoga (11) indicates the life energy revolving in
the chakras (energy centers/vortex) correspond the twelve astral signs of the zodiac, the
symbolic cosmic man. This astral knowledge correlates with Steiner’s teachings on twelvefold
human organism (in embryonic stage) in relation to the planets and the zodiac (27).

Bhagavad Gita and its implications on Steiner’s work
Steiner gave five lectures on “The Bhagavad Gita and the Epistles of Paul”, “The Occult
Significance of the Bhagavad Gita” and gave nine lectures on the specific content of the
(Bhagavad) Gita at the time when he founded the Anthroposophical Society.
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The Bhagavad Gita, written in 7th century BCE is the (Hindu) Bible of yoga (i.e. union of Divine),
which formed the spiritual backbone of Hinduism in India. Robert McDermott expressed, “The
revelation of the divine Krishna is said to be of great significance for humanity at the present
time.” (19)
Steiner commented on the fundamental concepts of the Gita in the light of three Indian (Hindu)
philosophies, Vedanta (Vedas), Samkhya and Yoga (Classical Yoga of Patanjali). There are six
orthodox schools of yoga that cite Vedic authority (a prominent branch of Hindu/Indian
philosophy) as a source of which a common theme is of a unitary underlying order in the
universe, which is all pervasive and omniscient. The concept of universal law provided basis for
understanding how life should be lived on earth. Ancient sages urged humanity to discern this
order and to live according to its principles to maintain and achieve harmony in life and in
environment.
Within these six orthodox schools, Samkhya, Yoga (Classical Yoga of Patanjali) and Vedanta
(Vedas) are the three on which Steiner lectured during 1912-1913. There are three nonorthodox schools of yoga, Buddhism is one, which do not regard Vedic authority as an infallible
source of knowledge. Buddha himself was the authority of the knowledge so therefore Steiner
in his time did not focus on the complete outline of yoga.
The synthesis of yoga and Christianity is also found in Steiner’s comments on Oriental and
Christian training in his book, Self-Transformation in 1906, where he included a short
description of the components of the Classical yoga of Patanjali (eight-limbs of Ashtanga Yoga).
He made a brief comparison between the Ashtanga Yoga (Patanjali’s Classical yoga) and the
seven stages of Christian training (18). Paramahansa Yogananda said, “To reveal the complete
harmony and basic oneness of original Christianity as taught by Jesus Christ and original Yoga
as taught by Bhagavan Krishna; and show that these principles of truth are the common
scientific foundation of all true religions.”
Out of the four types of yogas, Jnana (yoga of knowledge), Karma (yoga of skillful action) and
Bhakti (yoga of love and devotion) are the three aspects for which Steiner uses the terms
“thinking, feeling and willing”. In this aspect, Steiner is assimilating “yoga” in its essence, and
making it effective for his Western audience.
Steiner writes: “So much in the revelations of the Testaments, even if in scattered fragments,
comes from the ancient teaching of Krishna. But that teaching became something for all
humanity because the Christ as such is not merely a human ego belonging to humankind, but
belonging to the upper hierarchies”. “Krishna teaches the highest human wisdom, the highest
that humanity can attain.” See Rudolf Steiner, The Reappearance of Christ in the Etheric, 1983,
(22).
In Steiner’s methods of meditation and his lectures on “The Path of Knowledge and its Stages”
and “Three Paths of Practice”, he mentioned a condition as a result of the practice is called
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“continuity of consciousness”. He wrote, “The pupil who reached this stage of consciousness by
day and by night, with no interruption, he lives in a state of fully clear consciousness, even
when his physical body is at rest.” —This is the state of Dharana (state of concentration),
indicated in ancient Patanjali Yoga Sutras in the second century and this knowledge has
actually preceded Patanjali, as Patanjali was not the creator of yoga but one of the sages who
systematised the structure of yoga.
The exercises that Steiner proposed in addition to meditation are: thought control, initiative in
action, tranquility, freedom from prejudice, faith and inner balance. He mentioned that
“anyone [who] acquires higher powers through some artificial means without attending to all
this, will be in a bad way.” This correlates with the yogic disciplines of Yama and Niyamas in
Ashtanga Yoga (Patanjali’s Classical yoga), as one has to observe the action and mind
continuously.
In essence, Steiner’s methods and various insights are as ancient as yoga, but the information
he received from spiritual knowledge evolved and changed to meet the needs of humanity in
his time and for his unique spiritual mission. The connection Steiner experienced with the
spiritual realm was mainly guided by Jesus Christ and his office, therefore his teachings and his
development in Anthroposophy was based on Christianity. Christ-consciousness is not new in
the field of yoga as Christ is considered to be one of the gurus in Yoga, according to the great
yogis of The Self-Realisation Fellowship. Christ represents the consciousness of the highest
state in yoga capable by human being—Sat (Existence)=Father, Chit (consciousness)=Son,
Ananda (Bliss)=Holy Spirit. This state is very rare and is a most difficult endeavor even for the
great yogis.
According to spiritual scientific research by Steiner, the Krishna soul, joined to Jesus of
Nazareth at birth, would seem to have been the visage of the resurrected Christ that was
experienced by Mary Magdalene. It was also Christ speaking through the light form of Krishna
that Paul heard in his conversion experience of the road to Damascus. In this way the vast
wisdom of the yogas taught by Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita came into Christianity through the
revelation of Krishna-Christ to Paul, the apostle to the entire non-Jewish Mediterranean world
and the primary source of Christian theology. (Robert McDermott, 2009)
In Steiner’s view, Krishna is an avatar that carries the Indian spiritual and esoteric tradition, and
indirectly prepared the way for Buddha and Christ. Based on Steiner’s own experience with
Archangel Michael, who replaced Archangel Gabriel in being the Christ messenger and guide
from the Kali Yuga (dark ages of ignorance and materialism), it is possible to imagine and
engage in the ways of collaboration of all these great spiritual beings (from great yogic
traditions to Zen or Tibetan Buddhism) who worked together for human evolution in
consciousness and the consciousness of the Earth (Robert McDermott, 2009). It was the
contributions of Krishna and Buddha that made it possible for Christ to carry out his mission to
penetrate and heal the human body and Earth (Robert McDermott, 2009). This again, confirms
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the synthesis of yoga with Steiner’s teachings.
In conclusion, yoga is not a past to leave behind, rather a continuation and integration to bring
into a spiritual flowering of the universal meeting of East and West. We are now globally
moving towards the consciousness soul in this new era. The context has changed.

An evolving consciousness: Dawn of global consciousness towards oneness
Steiner above all stresses the need for a way of thinking that is exactly right for the present age.
At this present time, yoga practices are prevalent and are popular in both East and West. There
is a demand for the authentic practices and knowledge to gain higher consciousness, on which
Steiner has based his own personal development and resulted in the founding of
Anthroposophy (19). The practice of yoga is alive, needed and valid for modern people in
different walks of life. People are constantly living in stress, exposed to destructive vibrations in
the living environment as well as various kinds of addictions and nervous disorders. As many
diseases are psychosomatic, yoga is a curative method, just like Curative Eurythmy, for healing.
Stefan Leber, who compiled and edited Steiner’s lectures in 1995 (in the book, SelfTransformation) says, “Rudolf Steiner’s impulses, which belong fully to our time and to the
future, aim to broaden knowledge in a way which is both necessary and overdue. He does not
reach back to methods which have existed for thousands of years, but grasps with both hands
the special achievements of science and carries them on to new shores.” Within five years of
experiencing of the Cosmic Christ, Steiner wrote two of his foundational books, How to know
Higher Worlds and Theosophy. In 1909, he wrote An Outline of Esoteric Science. In examining
this work, he did in fact use the same knowledge from thousands of years in modern light to
reach to the same goal of enlightenment.
There is certainly no question about Steiner's impulse, which inspires knowledge and great
development of anthroposophy in education, special education, eurhythmy, art, architecture,
medicine, biodynamic farming, and Christian community, along with impulses for new
discoveries in astronomy, climatology, geometry. The question to us now is: How do we carry
on his work to bring it to another level of height if we ourselves have not reached the training
and discipline on the path to esoteric knowledge in this 21st century? How do we nurture the
new human if we don’t give this type of spiritual training to our children to enable them to
blossom in a way in which Steiner envisioned? How do we bring religious streams to someone
if we are not open to those streams?
Lastly, but not least, the Adviata Vedanta mentioned great wisdom, "The Reality (Truth) is One:
the wise call It by various names." from Rig Veda (1.164.46). The basic idea of yoga is oneness.
It is a spiritual science and Steiner’s immense dedication to finding synthesis between science
and mysticism, sought to provide a connection between the cognitive path of Western
philosophy and inner spiritual needs of the human being, is essentially a similar path to the
same goal of yoga (to connect science and mystical experience of human being). The goal is to
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reach a higher state of consciousness and not for personal means, but for the divine to
manifest in the world.
Sri Aurobindo said, “The yoga we practice is to work out the will of the Divine in the world, to
effect a spiritual transformation and to bring down a divine nature and a divine life into the
mental, vital and physical nature and life of humanity… the bringing down of the divine Ananda
(bliss)—Christ’s kingdom of heaven… upon the earth.”
Steiner mentioned the same idea, as he believed that through freely chosen ethical disciplines
and meditative training anyone could develop the ability to experience the spiritual world,
including the higher nature of oneself and others. He believed that such discipline and training
would help a person to become a more moral, creative, free (i.e. capable of actions motivated
purely by love) individual. Based on this view of a “better world, a divine humanity”, yoga is a
tremendous gift to both East and West in its sound discipline and engaging children in yoga
from the age of seven to eight when the etheric force is separated, cultivates discipline in
thinking, feeling and willing as well as develops the innate ability to connect with the higher
worlds, love for oneself and for others (25). Yoga work with children is adapted appropriately
to the development with understanding of Anthroposophy. This work aligns with Steiner’s
vision and Waldorf pedagogy. I would like to share two quotes that speak directly why the
concepts of yoga and Steiner can walk together hand in hand:
“A basic idea in yoga is that of freedom in spiritual self-expression. Yoga does not believe in any
standardised path, for all to follow. It does not stand for any rigidly fixed rule, to which all
should conform. It does not offer any patent remedy for human salvation. It affirms the
oneness of truth, but rejects the uniformity of living. (Chaudhuri, 1974b, p. 21)
“Yoga implies faith in definite and systematic procedures by following which mystic experience
of pure existence can be achieved. It shows a scientific spirit of investigation in the domain of
the spirit or in the realm of the unconscious. It also believes in the need for a rational
understanding of the interrelations that exist between mystic realisation and other provinces of
human experience.” (Chaudhuri, 1974b, p. 31)
As an Anthroposophist, I wish to carry on Steiner’s work to bring synthesis of paths of spiritual
knowledge into the world. My contribution to service in this world is my understanding and
experiences in yoga from previous lifetimes to this lifetime. My motivation is the same as
Steiner’s —the transformation of the Earth (23, 24) towards the sixth cultural epoch. This will
be the work for all of us —to carry Steiner’s wisdom into the New Age, the new epoch of
enlightenment.
________________________________THE END___________________________________
For any feedback or sharing of information, you are most welcome to contact Carol at
hoycarol@gmail.com
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References and notes
1.

Raja Yoga (Royal Path of Yoga) also known as “King of Yogas”. Its practice includes integral, such as Kundalini Yoga
(also known as Laya Yoga); Kriya Yoga, Mantra Yoga, Dhyana Yoga (“yoga of meditation” as described In the
Bhagavad Gita) and Patanjali Yoga. Raja Yoga is a science of Mind. Instead of exploring outer sciences, Raja yoga is
concerned exploring inner world and mental discipline includes understanding the nature of mind and its
modifications. Raja Yoga consists of 3 parts with practice of Samkhya Yoga (i.e. directs the mind and meditates on
specifics such as Nada). The practitioner eventually reached the state of Self-Realization and although engage in
daily activities, one is detached with fruits of the world and realized that everything is “God”. He will be serving
society as per the directions of the Supreme from time to time.
Samkhya Yoga: Based on Samkhya philosophy (one of the six orthodox school of Indian philosophy) of dualist
nature (2 ultimate realities: Matter and consciousness). The alleviation of suffering (internal, external,
supernatural in human life) is by right knowledge, reflection and discipline.
Patanjali Yoga Darshana (Philosophy of Yoga)/Patanjali Yoga Sutras is a Sanskrit scripture of 196 sutras (verses)
written by sage Patanjali (around 400 years BCE). The scripture is considered as the precise and scientific text ever
written on yoga. It is also known as Patanjali Yoga and later widely identified as Raja Yoga (Royal Path of Yoga).
Patanjali Yoga is a system which consists of eight stages: yama (social code), niyama (personal code), asana
(postures), pranayama (control of prana), pratyahara (sense withdrawal), Dharana (concentration), dhyana
(meditation), samadhi (super-consciousness). It is therefore widely called “Ashtanga Yoga” (The Yoga of Eight
stages). It is regarded as an advance practice in Yoga after taking steps to purify the mind through Hatha yoga,
Karma Yoga, Bhakti Yoga and general meditative techniques that involve awareness more than concentration.
The basis of the yoga sutras lies in Samkhya philosophy formulated by Rishi Kapila. This system existed before the
rise of Buddhism and was studied by Buddha. Samkhya philosophy dispenses with all theories of God. However,
Patanjali introduces the concept of God (Ishvara), which inclined towards Bhakti Yoga (Yoga of Love and Devotion).

2.

Mantra Yoga (Yoga of mantra chanting): based on Bhagavad Gita, continuous recitation of mantra
(Mantra Japa) plays an important role in bhakti (devotion). The practice means constant recitation of the mantra
in mind, which can also protect the mind from negative influences, this is called “mantra”. The recitation changes
the mental substances from passion to purity, it calms and strengthen the mind. It eradicates evil thoughts and
makes the mind introspective. There are three kinds of Mantra Japa: vachikam (oral recitation), Upamsu (reciting
with lip movement), manaskia (reciting in mind).

3.

Laya Yoga is also known as Kundalini Yoga or Nada Yoga (Yoga of internal sound). It is a practice of selfemancipation. “Nada” means internal sound (vibration) of the body. By fixing one’s mind on the internal sound
the mind is stable and ceases its activities. It is in hearing that vibration that the mind gets dissolved into the
sound.

4.

Refer to the book: Hatha Yoga Pradipika. Light on Hatha Yoga. By Swami Muktibodhananda. Including the
original Sanskrit text of the Hatha Yoga Pradipika with translation in English under the guidance of Swami
Satyananda Saraswait. Yoga Publications Trust, Munger, Bihar, India. 1993. The text elucidates the entire science of
Hatha yoga (asana, pranayama, shatkarma, mudra and bandha) as it was conceived and practiced only for health
and fitness but for awakening the vital energies; prana (life force), chakras and kundalini shakti (power). It points
out that Hatha yoga is not just physical practice a process of cellular transmutation from gross to subtle to divine.
Hatha Yoga is considered to be the foundation of all higher yogas. In Hatha Yoga discipline, Will power and
immense faith in the practice are the determining factors for progress. It is also compulsory to practice yama
(social code) and niyamas (personal code).

5.

Karma Yoga (Path of Selfless action): is to act or to work without any expectations and treat whatever be the
result that comes out of it with equanimity is Karma Yoga. The mind, the word and the deed are in unison when
performing selfless action. Usually it is practiced with Bhakti Yoga (Path of Devotion) by offering your action and
deeds to God/Lord.

6.

Bhakti Yoga (Path of Love & Devotion): is using devotion as a tool for self emancipation. The word “Bhakti” is
derived from Sanskrit root “Bhaj” which means to be attached to God always. To have unshakable, unblemished,
unending, unswerving and unconditional love to God is bhakti. Lord Krishna in Bhagavad Gita described a devotee
as one who attained highest stage in yoga, is greatest Yogi of the Yogis. Devotion to the Lord (chosen diety)
eliminates and wipes off the ego (egoism), past impressions of the mind and bad samskaras (ill-doings). The
practice itself ignites and enlighten the intellect. There are nine categories of Devotion and four stages. It helps
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the practitioner to develop quality of “Satwa Guna” (Peace and pure qualities).
7.

Eight Siddhis: In the third chapter of Patanajali Yoga Sutras, there was a long list of Siddhis (psychic, supernatural
power). The term “vibhuti” was used, which means “manifestation”. The fully realized adept, who is one with the
Divine, has access to all the divine powers. Usually it is being categorised into eight great powers: Animan
(miniaturisation), Mahiman (Magnification), Laghiman (Levitation), Garima (the body can be made heavy), Prapti
(capacity to reach anywhere), Prakamya (unobstructed fulfillment of desire but not against divine’s will), Vashitva
(mastery over material elements), Ishitritva (to create and destroy at will). Other Siddhis such as Knowledge of
past & future; knowledge of all speech; Knowledge of previous births, knowledge of the others’ mind; Invisibility;
knowledge of time of death, solar system, stars, spiritual vision, entering another’s body, etc. However, warning is
given in the scriptures and by sages of all times that Siddhis are the obstacles in samadhi (enlightenment) and
usually the causes of downfall. One should not practice yoga to attain Siddhis and one should avoid publicly
demonstrate these powers.

8.

Kundalini (or Kunalini Shakti): known as the serpent power does not belong to physical body but connected to it.
It abodes in causal body. It is related to “chakra theory” which studies the context of human subtle physiology.
These energy centers or vortex (chakras) situated at various junctions throughout the subtle matrix of nadis
(energy channels). The awakening of kundalini means awakening of the unconscious awareness, and it rises up,
through sushumna nadi, from the first chakra, mooladhara at the base of the spine towards to top of the head
when energy emerges with the seventh chakra, sahasrara (an experience of cosmic awareness). The sahasrara is
correlated to the pituitary gland, which controls each and every gland and systems of the body. There are different
types of yogic practice to arise the Kundalini energy with the strict guidance of guru (as the spiritual teacher
knows the evolution status of the aspirant). The pre-mature arousal of kundalini energy is dangerous and will
cause mental psychological problems.

9.

The Yoga of Jesus: Understanding the hidden teachings behind the gospel Paramhamsa Yogananada 2007 Paramahansa Yogananda reveals the hidden yoga of the Gospels and confirms that Jesus, like the ancient sages
and masters of the East, not only knew yoga but taught this universal science of God-realization to his closest
disciples. Compiled from the author's highly praised two-volume work, The Second Coming of Christ: The
Resurrection of the Christ Within You, this insightful and compact book transcends the centuries of dogma and
misunderstanding that have obscured the original teachings of Jesus, showing that he taught a unifying path by
which seekers of all faiths can enter the kingdom of God. Topics include: The Lost years of Jesus in India; The
ancient science of Meditation: How to become a Christ; The true meaning of baptism.
The Autobiography of Yogi, by Paramhansa Yogananda 1946. It is a spiritual treasure translated in 19 languages
sold worldwide. The online version available at http://www.crystalclarity.com/yogananda/contents.php
Paramhansa Yogananda is the founder of the worldwide Self-Realization Fellowship (SRF) in 1920 in Los Angeles.

10. The Lost Years of Jesus: The Life of Saint Issa. On the discoveries of Notovitch, Abhedananda, Roerich and Caspari.
Elizabeth Clare Prophet. Livingston, Mt Summit University Press, c.1984. The book includes: Buddhist scholars
documented “The Life of Saint Issa” two thousand years ago. Nicolas Notovitch discovered the long-list document
in 1887 at the Himis monastery in Ladakh. Swami Abhedananda published a Bengali translation of the himis
manuscripts in 1929.
In 1939, a beaming lama at Himis presented a set of parchments about Jesus to Elisabeth Caspari. On p.236 in
Chapter 3, On the Trail to HImis - Selections from Swami Abhedananda’s In Kashmir and Tibet with his translation
of the Himis' manuscript. It recorded that Jesus became a disciple of the Brahmins and he studied Vedas, learned
how to cure by prayer, to teach, and to drive out evil spirits from bodies of men. Another six years he spent in the
birthplace of Lord Buddha in Kapilavastu and he learned Pali and Buddhist scriptures. He toured Nepal and
Himalayas and Persia.
11. Kriya Yoga: Kriya is an ancient science. “Kriya Yoga is a simple, psycho-physiological method by which the human
blood is de-carbonised and recharged with oxygen. The atoms of this extra oxygen are transmuted into life current
to rejuvenate the brain and spinal centers. By stopping the accumulation of venous blood, the yogi is able to
lessen or prevent the decay of tissues; the advanced yogi transmutes his cells into pure energy. Elijah, Jesus, Kabir
and other prophets were past masters in the use of Kriya or a similar technique, by which they caused their
bodies to dematerialize at will. Kriya Yoga is mentioned twice by the ancient sage Patanjali, foremost exponent of
yoga, who wrote: "Kriya Yoga consists of body discipline, mental control, and meditating on Aum. Kriya Yoga is
referred to by Krishna, India's greatest prophet, in a stanza of the Bhagavad Gita: "Offering inhaling breath into
the outgoing breath, and offering the outgoing breath into the inhaling breath, the yogi neutralizes both these
breaths; he thus releases the life force from the heart and brings it under his control." The interpretation is: "The
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yogi arrests decay in the body by an addition of life force, and arrests the mutations of growth in the body by
apan (eliminating current). Thus neutralizing decay and growth, by quieting the heart, the yogi learns life control."
The Kriya Yogi mentally directs his life energy to revolve, upward and downward, around the six spinal centers
(medullary, cervical, dorsal, lumbar, sacral, and coccygeal plexuses) which correspond to the twelve astral signs of
the zodiac, the symbolic Cosmic Man. One-half minute of revolution of energy around the sensitive spinal cord of
man effects subtle progress in his evolution; that half-minute of Kriya equals one year of natural spiritual
unfoldment. The astral system of a human being, with six (twelve by polarity) inner constellations revolving
around the sun of the omniscient spiritual eye, is interrelated with the physical sun and the twelve zodiacal signs.
All men are thus affected by an inner and an outer Universe. The ancient Rishis discovered that man's earthly and
heavenly environment, in 12-year cycles, push him forward on his natural path. The scriptures aver that man
requires a million years of normal, disease-less evolution to perfect his human brain sufficiently to express cosmic
consciousness”. -- The Autobiography of Yogi, by Paramhansa Yogananda 1946.
12. In Samadhi Pada (Chapter on Samadhi) of Patanajali Yoga Sutra, he explained there are various states of samadhi
(enlightenment): Savitarka/samprajnata Samadhi, Nirvitarka/asamprajnata Samadhi and other subtler forms of
samadhi (such as reflective ecstasy and suprareflective ecstasy) are also included. Samadhi is accompanied with
suprawakefulness and beyond ego-personanlity to higher reality. It is a reality beyond all formulations, creeds,
dogmas, models, theories or points of view.
13. Vedanta (Vedas): Vedas means “knowledge and wisdom”. It is one of the 6 orthodox schools in Indian PhilosophyUttara Mimamsa). The Upanishads or Vedic philosophy came under the same umbrella. Vedanta was founded by
Adi Shankara. The Bhagavad Gita has a strong role in Vedantic thought which represents Samkhya yoga and
Upanishadic thought. There are two sub-schools of Vedanta and the Vedic thoughts is the oldest sacred text
available in humankind. It is being “heard” by sages in deep meditation. There are four Vedas in Hymns/ prayers:
Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, Sama Veda and Atharva Veda. The first two Vedas are most commonly known and studied. It
teaches one reality manifest in diverse ways.
14. Tantra Yoga: is by drawing all areas of science from microcosm to macrocosm and study it in holistic point of view.
It draws on all science such as astrology, astronomy, numerology, physics, chemistry, alchemy, physiognomy,
psychology, mathematics, geometry, Ayurveda (traditional Indian medicine), etc to realize highest ideal of
philosophy in daily life. Tantra seeks to understand the unifying law by studying different areas of human
knowledge (i.e. tree of life) Tantra aims to expand consciousness in all state of mind: wake state, dream state and
sleep state. It involves conscious effect to de-program and re-program the brain. Tantra Yoga focuses on onepointedness and centeredness to help free consciousness from limitations. Tantra Yoga asserts that desires are
natural as long as there is a material reality and accepts desires is the prime motivation force in the universe so it
does not ask the aspirant to renounce desires but to overcome it. It offers practical tools to re-programming the
mind by the practice of breathing exercise (pranayama), visualization, contemplation, meditation, mantra
chanting.
15. Integral Yoga (Supramental Yoga): A yoga which not only transformational for the aspirants but also enables
manifestation of divine life on earth, initiated by Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950) in 1900. It refers to the process of the
union of all the parts of one's being with the Divine, and the transmutation of all of their jarring elements into a
harmonious state of higher divine consciousness and existence. Sri Aurobindo defined integral yoga in the early
1900s as "a path of integral seeking of the Divine by which all that we are is in the end liberated out of the
Ignorance and its undivine formations into a truth beyond the Mind, a truth not only of highest spiritual status but
of a dynamic spiritual self-manifestation in the universe It is a yoga of synthesis, intended to harmonize the paths
of karma, jnana, and bhakti yoga as described in the Bhagavad Gita. It can also be considered a synthesis
between Vedanta and Tantra, and even between Eastern and Western approaches to spirituality. His book The
Synthesis of Yoga, the first version of which appeared in the Arya, was written as a practical guide, and covers all
aspects of integral yoga (1999). The strong basis of Integral Yoga is conscious total surrender to the Divine for
transformation. Quote from his spiritual collaborator, The Mother: “to do the integral yoga one must first resolve
to surrender entirely to the Divine, there is no other way, this is the way. But after that one must have the five
psychological virtues, five psychological perfections and we say that the perfections are: Sincerity or Transparency;
Faith or Trust (Trust in the Divine); Devotion or Gratitude; Courage or Inspiration; Endurance or Perseverance.”
Collected Works of the Mother Vol.8 p.42
16. Transcendental Meditation (TM): refers to a specific form of mantra meditation called the Transcendental
Meditation technique. The TM technique and TM movement were introduced in India in the mid-1950s by
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi (1918–2008). Scientists have been conducting Transcendental Meditation (TM) research
since the late 1960s. The Transcendental Meditation technique has become one of the most widely researched
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meditation techniques that include 340 studies published in peer-reviewed journals. TM research has played a
role in the history of mind-body medicine and helped create a new field of neuroscience.
17. Quote from Sri Chinmoy on Guru-disciples relationship: “At the journey's start the Master is the boatman, the
boat and the river. At the journey's end, the Master becomes the goal itself. A beginner-seeker sees the Master as
the boat. When he crosses beyond the barrier of the mind, he sees the Master as the boatman. When he
establishes his constant oneness with the Master, he sees the Master as the river. And when he becomes the most
perfect instrument of the Master, he sees the Master as his goal itself. When the hour strikes for the disciple, the
disciple also has to play the role of a Master, for progress must continue in the world of self-giving and Godbecoming.” (http://www.srichinmoy.org/resources/library/questions_answers/disciple_master/index.html)
Reading from the book: My Guru: Rajayogi Sri Kundala Gangaiah Prabhu by Yogacharya Dr. Raparthi Rama Rao.
Yoga Consciousness Trust. 2012.
The noble word “Guru” by Swami Rama, the author of “Living with Himalayas Masters”
(https://sites.google.com/site/swamiramateachings/swami-rama-guru-noble)
18. Steiner underwent Rosicrucian initiation consists of seven steps, which corresponds with the Seven Chakras
(Ancient Yogic knowledge of 7 energies centers in the astral body) that exist in man’s Astral body.: 1 preparation,
2 imagination, 3 inspiration, 4 preparation of the philosopher’s stone that is the total purification of the physical
body and thereby the attainment of 5 Intuition which understands the, 6 correspondence between Macrocosm
and Microcosm, and allows one to, 7 live into the Macrocosm and find therein Divine Bliss.
19. The Bhagavad Gita and the West: the esoteric significance of the Bhagavad Gita and its relation to the epistles
of Paul; edited and introduced by Robert McDermott; forward by Christopher Bamford. SteinerBooks 2009
20. In Steiner's sevenfold and nine fold descriptions, a human is composed of physical-body, life-body, astral-body,
ego, spirit-self, life-spirit, and spirit-man.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthroposophical_view_of_the_human_being)
21. Refer to Steiner’s 1922 lecture: "Modern and Ancient Spiritual Exercises: " during certain periods of his exercises
the yogi transformed his breathing into a conscious inner experience. This he did by timing the inhaling, holding
and exhaling of the breath differently, and so altered the whole rhythm of the normal breathing.
22. Rudolf Steiner: Spiritual Ground of education Lecture II: Spiritual Disciplines of Yesterday; Yoga II. 17 August
1922. Quote: “The Yogi looked to find his manhood in the breath: we modern men have to lose our manhood, we
have become weak and faint in contact with this intellectual image thought. And now we must be able to say to
ourselves: We must not now go inwards, as was done in Yoga, into the breathing process. We must now go
outwards, must look upon every flower, look upon every animal, look upon every man, and live in the outward
environment…Where Yoga went inwards we must go outwards, and endeavor in this manner to unite ourselves
with all things. And thus actually we shall attain the same thing, only in a more psychic, a more spiritual way. By
permeating with reality the endings of mere intellect, our concepts, our ideas, we can feel anew how spirit works
in us creatively.” He, therefore, regarded Yoga as a path in the past which is no longer suitable for modern man in
West.
23. A quote by Rudolf Steiner: “Our task is the transformation of the earth. Therein lies the only reason for seeking
higher knowledge. The earth as we know it with our senses depends on the spiritual world, and this means that
we can truly work on the earth only if we share in those worlds where creative forces are concealed. This
realization should be our only motivation for wanting to ascend to higher worlds.”
24. Merging of 2 streams: Rudolf Steiner tells us that in the 13th century Jeshu ben Pandira’s stream united with the
stream of Christian Rosenkreutz and since then the two streams work together toward the future understanding
of Christ. This Bodhisattva will attain to the level of Buddha somewhere in the sixth cultural epoch. This coincides
with the time when the Michael regency will come to an end. Mankind must by that time have acquired as earlier
stated, the white intelligence, that is, the cosmic intelligence. Rudolph Steiner’s task was to open up the initiatory
process that had only been conducted in secrecy before the end of Kali-Yuga, to all of mankind in preparation for
transforming the Michael intelligence into human intelligence. Rosicrucianism and the Maitreya Buddha Preparing mankind for the future understanding of Christ - The Bodhisattva – the future Maitreya Buddha (Part II).
An introduction to Anthroposophy by John Pater (http://www.anthroposophy.org.au). Merging of 2 streams:
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Northern Stream = Sophia working through Anthroposophia working through Zarathustra and Southern Stream =
Sophia working through Anthroposophia working through Gautama Buddha. The Unification of the Two Streams:
Rudolf Steiner tells us that these two streams came together in the one being when the Jesus of the Mathew
Gospel, The Zarathustra ego and the Jesus of the Luke Gospel, the Nathan soul united in Jesus of Nazareth. The
Zarathustra ego (Northern Stream - head) and the Nathan Soul and Nathan Physical Body (Southern Stream –
feeling + will) united to provide the vessel, the grail, for the incarnation of the Cosmic ego of Christ at the baptism
in the Jordan. This was an archetype for the future task of humanity. The individual human being would one day
unite both streams in the one human being. Rudolf Steiner tells us that since the mystery of Golgotha and the
synthesis of the two streams in Jesus of Nazareth, there has been an interchange in both streams. These forces of
outer vision or ‘memory of past experiences’ (Magi) and inner soul ‘understanding of karma’ (Shepherd) are to be
transformed into the forces of Imagination and Inspiration in the soul through this interchange. In our times, with
the beginning of Michael’s reign in our epoch, he allies himself with this task of unification and he has inspired
two human initiates, representatives of both streams to work on behalf of this unification.
25. You’re not the Boss of Me! Understanding the Six/Seven Year Old Transformation. Edited by Ruth Ker. Waldorf
Early Childhood Association of North America. First English Edition, 2007.
26. Rudolf Steiner's Vision of Love: Spiritual Science and the Logic of the Heart. By Bernald Nesfield Cookson. Rudolf
Steiner Press. 1983.
27. Rudolf Steiner: An Introduction to His Spiritual World-View: Anthroposophy. By Roy Wilkinson. Temple Lodge
Publishing, 2001.
28. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_Steiner
29. Sacred Jewels of Yoga. Wisdom from India’s beloved Scriptures, Teachers, Masters and Monks. By Dave Deluca
2011. New World Library. Novato, California
30. The definition of “Anthroposophy” found in the Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthroposophy
31. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yoga
32. The Seven Cultural Epochs and Humanity A Lecture given by Adriana Koulias. Anthroposophical Society. Sydney 5
March 2004. This is available online:
http://www.adrianakoulias.com/ADRIANAKOULIAS/Lectures_files/The%20Seven%20Cultural%20Epochs%20and%
20Humanity.pdf
Adriana explained Steiner’s teaching that “At present we exist in the 5th Post Atlantean Epoch and this epoch”
and this epoch further divided into 7 cultural epochs:
I.

Indian 7227 BC – 5067 BC - Age of Cancer.

II.

Persian 5067 BC – 2970 BC – Age of Gemini

III.

Egypto Chaldean 2,907 BC – 747 BC – Age of Taurus

IV.

Greco Roman 747 BC – 1,413 AD – Age of Aries

V.

Anglo German 1413 AD – 3,573 AD – Age of Pisces

VI.

Russian 3573 AD – 5,733 – Age of Aquarius

VII.

American 5733 – 7893 (end of 5th post Atlantean Epoch) Age of Capricorn

Each epoch lasts for 2160 years and according to Rudolf Steiner has a definite evolutionary task. Each epoch in
itself is a form of repetition at a higher stage of the previous earthly ages.
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The Task of the 5th Cultural Epoch is The Anglo German epoch, which began in 1413, and stands under the sign of
Pisces. This is the epoch that will provide humanity with the experiences, which will enable it to rise up once
more from out of the depths of matter to make its way back toward the spirit. Now the Ego must acquire
knowledge through the Consciousness or Spiritual Soul. However the Consciousness soul or Spiritual soul
cultivated by humanity must find its way to the spirit through the moral will forces set in motion by the spiritual
by the being of Anthroposophia the renewed ‘Isis’. This epoch is symbolized in Rafael’s Sistine Madonna that the
green curtains of the material world are closing in on spiritual perception, the blue of the etheric world, but it is
also a glimpse of the gradual ascent towards the spiritual that will occur in the future, by way of the
Consciousness
Soul. Mother Mary, the Consciousness Soul, holds the child of the spirit, the spirit self in her arms. For a time,
however, human beings will still be weighed down by the heaviness of his physical form.

Rafael’s Sistine Madonna
th

The 6 cultural epoch or Russian Epoch (Repetition of Persia/Hyperborea) cultural epoch will stand under the
sign of Waterman and will have the task of nurturing knowledge through the beginnings of the Spirit Self 7 or the
perfected Astral body. By this time humanity will have elaborated spiritual organs, which it will use to acquire
knowledge of the Astral World in the same way that physical organs provide us with knowledge of the physical
world. The Spirit Self pre-supposes the existence in human souls of the three characteristics of Social life, 1.
Brotherliness: 2. Freedom of thought 3. Spiritual teachings. This Epoch will once again experience duality in that
human beings will more and more form into two factions the good and the evil - the White Magic and the Black and this will have a further repetition in the sixth Post Atlantean Age and the future planetary condition of Venus
when the sun will once again unite with the earth and those who have chosen to follow the evil path will not be
able to follow and will have to remain behind.
The Task of the 7th Cultural Epoch will stand under the sign of Capricorn and have the task of acquiring
knowledge through the Life Spirit or perfected Etheric body. This will mean a repetition of the Indian Cultural
Epoch – a renewal of the epoch of the 7 Holy Rishis of India as in the words of Rudolf Steiner ‘Thus in the seventh
epoch the possibility will be given for all the marvellous wisdom proclaimed by the great Teachers of ancient
India to be living once again in human souls. And it will now be their very own — the truth they live by. This
‘Brahma’ era of oneness with the spirit is also a repetition of the first age the Polarian stage where there was a
unity of Sun Moon and Earth which was in itself a repetition of the Saturn planetary phase of world evolution.
We can see then how important it is to know the past so that we can understand the present and foretell (to a
certain degree) the future. Such insight can prepare us and enthuse us for the tasks that are ahead of us. It also
serves to remind us that if we do not plant the seeds now, we cannot reap the harvest.
33. Anthroposophy: Rudolf Steiner’s ‘Spiritual Science’ by Rob Boston. April 1996
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http://www.waldorfcritics.org/articles/Anthroposophy_AU.html
34. “7 Holy Rishis” of India: Rishis refers to the sages of insight, one who practices self-cultivation (in Yoga as union
,
with the Divine) as a Yogini or Yogi and attains asamprajñata Samadhi (According to Patañjali asamprajñata is a
higher awareness state with absence of gross awareness in the 3 categories of samadhi/enlightenment) in ancient
India. A person through Yogic concentration first attains samprajñata samadhi (realization of the independence of
soul and body, Atma and Prakriti) and with continued effort attains asamprajñata samadhi (realisation of oneness
with all). The Rishi's soul is interpreted as imbibing wisdom directly from the universal source. Vedic hymns are
sermons conceived as delivered by divine inspiration by the rishis. According to the term in popular culture, a
Rishi will never contradict another Rishi due to their knowledge being directly revealed from God
35. An article on Modern Spiritual Teachers & Integral Yoga http://www.yogaintegralegarda.org/en/?file=kop6.php

Readings by Steiner & Notes
Rudolf Steiner, Knowledge of the higher worlds and its attainment. Translated by George Metaxa. 1947
(http://wn.rsarchive.org/Books/GA010/English/AP1947/GA010_index.html): Preparation stage: “Preparation
consists in a strict and definite cultivation of the life of thought and feeling, through which the psycho-spiritual
body becomes equipped with higher senses and organs of activity in the same way that natural forces have fitted
the physical body with organs built out of indeterminate living matter.” — in yoga, it is the preparation of social
and personal morality. This also correlates with the Chapter in the book “. The control of thoughts and feelings”
“the attention of the soul is directed to certain events in the world that surrounds us… The point is that the
attention should be directed with perfect inner balance upon both phenomena.”— in yoga, it is a method of
concentration by putting attention in the object outside the body while your whole being emerged into that
concentration object.
Enlightenment stage: “Once the faculty of seeing with spiritual eyes has been acquired…” – in yoga, this is the
opening of third eye (ajna chakra), which enables the recognition of ‘being’. It connects to the part of creation
beyond science and physical manifestation. It is ‘knowing’ of spiritual matter and invites intuition and awareness
into daily life while connecting the consciousness to the Universe.
In the chapter “The condition of esoteric training” also involves various points which are some of the trainings
where Yoga practice takes place such as cultivation of patience, gratitude, strong will and a ‘fit’ healthy body and
positive attitude in spiritual composition. For example, there is infusion of “oneness” between the teacher and
pupil which Vedanta expounded. “The real being lies within.” is exactly about the method and knowledge of Selfrealization
In the chapter “Some results of initiation” provides guidelines of eight functions to which an initiates must pay
careful attention.
Rudolf Steiner: Self-Transformation. Selected lectures by Rudolf Steiner. The lectures by Rudolf Steiner between
1905-1923 collected in this volume are all concerned with methods for full spiritual consciousness and can be
developed through schooling and exercising of soul-life. Rudolf Steiner Press 1995
Rudolf Steiner. The Bhagavad Gita and the Epistles of Paul. Five lectures by Rudolf Steiner from 1912-1913.
Anthroposophic Press, Inc. New York. 1971
Rudolf Steiner: The Three Paths of the Soul to Christ. Two lectures delivered in Stockhol 1912. Printed from a
stenographic report uncorrected by the lecturer with the authorization of Marie Steiner. Translated from the
original by Norman Macbeth. Anthroposophical Press, Inc.
Rudolf Steiner. The Human Soul in Relation to World Evolution. Nine lectures delivered in Dornach between April
29 and June 17 of 1922. Anthroposophical Press
The Occult Significance of the Bhagavad Gita. Nine lectures by Rudolf Steiner. Helsingfors, May 28- June 5 1913.
Anthroposophical Press. 1968.
Rudolf Steiner. Lecture I: The Event of Christ’s appearance in the Etheric World. January 25, 1910. Lecture II: The
Second Coming of Christ in the Etheric World. March 06, 1910
Rudolf Steiner: An Esoteric Cosmology. Lecture VI: In East and West (conclusion) in 1906, 30 May. Quote: “Yoga
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must be preceded by a rigorous discipline and the attainment of certain qualities, the first of which is inner calm.
Ordinary ‘morality’ is not enough, for this relates merely to man's conduct in the outer world. Yoga is related to
the inner man.”
Article on Rudolf Steiner and Sri Aurobindo: An Introductory Comparison. By Seth T. Miller: Shows a synthesis of
yogic teaching and Steiner’s teaching. In this comment, he noted, “Steiner, as has been indicated, spoke much
more often about realms which directly concerned the immediate transformations of the human being, giving, for
example, amazingly explicit and coherent accounts of delicate and complex relations between the various lower
realms (astral, etheric, physical), and their manifestations in specific outer forms. He spends less time speaking
about the highest realms, excepting some of his most intimate and beautiful lectures, which are, if such a
characterization may be permitted, overflowing with a hushed reverence. It is as if he were reserving speech for
those topics which are most amenable to its necessarily limited formulation, in an attempt to avoid attempts at
reification in thinking of that which admits of no such thing. But for Aurobindo it was important to show how the
transition can be made from the infinite world of the Absolute to the finite world of manifest existence, and the
principle by which this occurs is through the Supermind, a completely unitive Truth-Consciousness.

The below chart shows the thesis and antithesis of both teachings:

Planes of Infinite
Existence

Planes of Finite
Existence

Planes of Finite
Existence

Purely spiritual planes

Mental planes (Higher)

Mental planes (Lower)

Aurobindo

Steiner

Sat

Father

Chit

Son

Ananda

Holy Spirit

Supermind

?

Overmind

Higher hierarchies

Intuitive mind

Spirit Body

Illumined Mind

Life Spirit

Higher Mind

Spirit Self

Pure Mental

Consciousness Soul

Vital mental

Mind Soul

Physical mental
Vital Planes

Mental Vital

Sentient Soul

Pure Vital
Physical Vital
Material Planes

THE END
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Mental Physical

Soul Body

Vital Physical

Etheric Body

Pure Physical

Physical Body
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